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theorem
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relevance of the design hypothesis in
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| case studies
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| case studies

1.1 design hypothesis

1.2 underlying principles of the design hypothesis to the proposed project

DESIGN HYPOTHESIS

key attributes considered

in puerto rico everything seems emptier. the more hurricanes hit us,
the less opportunities there are, the more corrupt the government

gets, then the more people leave. the puerto rican population is rapidly
decreasing. the small town of jayuya, puerto rico is one that seems to
be very lonely these days. i scarcely see my generation and the older
generation is getting left behind. due to this the town is basically a

community support

accessibility

ghost town by the time

identifying and providing the proper needs

easy accessibility for people to walk or

4pm hits. if my generation leaves, then who

takes care of the older generations? who maintains the town alive?

for the community.

drive.

when asked these questions i found that people truly do not want to
leave the peaceful town. but health centers and sports facilities are
too far away.

2 hour drives to take your kids to a team where they can
participate in extracurriculars, a 2 hour drive to take your parent or

family approach

vernacular incorporation

taking into consideration each family’s
member needs,

use of local history and materiality into

Age inclusive.

the building.

grandparent to the hospital. these are the major off-putting attributes
of jayuya. puerto ricans are highly family oriented and raising their

kids in a peaceful town is something they crave but the inconvenience
of how far everything is causes people to leave. to alleviate some of

health provisions

educational connection

providing medical needs and alternative

health education to maintain the community

health essentials.

in proper health conditions.

these problems and in an effort to bring back my generation and their
kids, i am proposing to tackle generational health. by providing a health
and recreational complex that addresses the health needs of every
generation. starting with physical health and providing the sports

facilities that families crave. continuing with preventative care, providing

physical engagement

affordability

programs and facilities provided for

methods for affordability

physical activity.

a series of preventative care benefits to aid in the populations overall
health. completing the complex with a small hospital that can provide the
urgent care that people need, specially the older generations.

03

table [1.2.1] | key attributes

04

1.3 proposed project nature, context and rationale

HOLISTIC HEALTH

MENTAL
HEALTH

holistic health or holistic healing is often defined as a form of healing
that looks at the whole person

| body, mind, and spirit. this kind of

holistic healing often involves multiple complimentary medicines and
alternative healthcare practices that can overlap with modern-day

western medicine. holistic health looks beyond the physical body and

addresses physical, emotional, social, spiritual, and intellectual health.

EMOTIONAL
HEALTH

PHYSICAL
HEALTH

SPIRITUAL
HEALTH

SOCIAL
HEALTH

figure [1.3.1] | holistic health
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06

1.3 proposed project nature, context and rationale

RESEARCH INQUIRY

WHO?

01

WHAT?

02

WHEN?

03

WHY?

04

HOW?

05

who are the generations?

what are some major concerns?

when did the population take a big hit?

why are people leaving?

how to address people’s concerns?

a need for extracurricular activities,

facilities and programs, shops. concerns around

decreasing since the 1990’s. since 2010

facilities to enroll children in

and preventative care options

the elderly that need care, children with

accessibility. distance of hospitals, and sports

the population has been steadily

and the parents generation that need to

the shift in governmental focus to tourism.

maintain their health so that they get to

people feel abandoned and their needs not being

and since hurricane maria hit the speed

addressed. their families, although the crime

of the decline increased.

their older age a bit healthier.

rate is pretty low, there has been a recent

there started to be a noticeable decline

lack of jobs, opportunities, hospital,
extracurriculars, educational

opportunities. accessibility issues.

hospital, recreational facilities,
available to families.

distance to points of interests.

spike and people are concerned that without
extracurriculars to keep them busy, their kids
could get involved with the wrong crowd.

peacefulness of the town being disturbed. no
jobs available.
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WHO ARE THE GENERATIONS?
the generations are defined by the different age
groups:

1-12
13-24
25-49
50+ 		

years old
years old
years old
years old

each age group has different needs which correlate
to the thesis response taken.

WHO?

1.3 proposed project nature, context and rationale

URGENT CARE

PREVENTATIVE CARE

RECREATION

figure [1.3.2] | generational-facility correlation

13-24

25-49

50+

1-12

figure [1.3.3] | generational ages
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1.4 relevance of the design hypothesis in literature

rugerero health
center
asa studio
rwanda

| case studies

context

parti

site

design traits

plan

section

materiality

geometry

findings
in reaction to the limited

“many communities in rural rwanda have no access to basic life-saving health services. often the communities that lack those services are the poorest ones and need
those services the most. asa studio has been appointed to design the first health center in rugerero to serve approximately 35,000 people and thousand more that
will travel by foot, bike, and bus. the design concept rests on the idea to offer a long lasting improved health facility involving the community through design and
construction while adopting locally sourced materials and traditional techniques. health builders initiated and fund-raised for the project, the local government
partially financed the construction and offered the land, and the community was involved in the building process. among masons, carpenters and welders, educated
through hands-on trainings on improved local construction techniques, a percentage of women and hearing impaired men were hired among the local community. once
completed, the health center will contribute to the infants mortality reduction, the mothers well-being, the spread of education in nutrition, and the reduction of
infections and diseases transmission. The building consists of one level built in locally sourced fired bricks, stone foundations, metal roofing and wood ceilings”
(abdel, hana).

access to basic life-saving
services in rwanda this
design aims to involve the
community completely by
taking into considerations
travel time, local

involvement of building,
and local building
materials.

in reaction to the

nozay health
center

a+ samueldelmas
nozay, france

depopulation of the

“in reaction to the depopulation of the countryside, rural communities wish to take care of their healthcare professionals, encouraging them to stay in the country by
offering appealing work environments. the project reinterprets nozay’s regional landscape, in order to be properly inserted in its location named “les terrasses de
la chesnaie.” the project is physically and visually connected to the town center, located lower. its position utilizes the existent slope, by absorbing the parking area
under the office space, to further liberate the landscape. the project is integrated to the environment by its topography and materiality. the roof work is directly
inspired by the gable roofs of the surrounding country houses. nozay’s blue stone is reinterpreted and adapted to the project. it covers the building’s pedestal and
turns into the pavement of the public space in the form of thin slices of slate. the building is a monolith of pre-patinated zinc. the roof’s materiality is pursued onto
the façade. each zinc cone is truncated by a skylight, which provides a soft and intimate light and a natural ventilation of the interior space. following a bioclimatic
approach, the architecture is clean and compact. the landscape is contrasted by the unclear limits of the building, which are outlined by the skin’s spikes and the
vertical sun shading system. in other words, the project combines the mineral and natural environment of nozay. both, healthcare and office units, are organized
around a courtyard. the openings, sculpted into the monolith in the form of an anodized aluminum loggia, ensure a visual perspective in every direction. positioned at
the end of the circulation, these loggias facilitate orientation in space” (a+ samueldelmas).

western desert
clinics
kaunitz yeung architecture
telfer, australia

countryside in nozay this
design aims to persuade
young professionals
to remain in nozay by
providing appealing work
environments.

in reaction to the lack

“the punmu and parnngurr aboriginal health clinics in the western australian desert serve some of the remotest communities in australia, lying 1800km
from perth and hundreds of kilometers from the nearest towns. they make up two of the four remote communities of the martu who lived in their
country for millennia before becoming some of the last aboriginal people to have contact with europeans. punkurunu aboriginal medical service (pams),
a community organization with a martu aboriginal board, is the sole provider of primary health care services for the four martu communities. pams
required two replacement clinics which addressed the programmatic constraints and modest budget of aud$2 million per clinic, whilst reinforcing the
organizational approach of respect to people, land, and culture to create a facility with community ownership. the project sought to replace the original
clinics which were built when the communities were established in the 1980s and were no longer fit for purpose. in doing so, the new clinics made

of medical services in
the remote areas of the
martu communities this
design aims to create
a centralized medical
service by reinforcing an
organization approach of
respect to people, land,

provision for visiting specialists and allied health professionals to broaden the reach and quality of health delivery for the complex comorbidities which
are worsening aboriginal health. meaningful engagement with the community facilitated cultural appropriateness in the design and engenders ownership

and culture to create a

in the buildings. the clinics reflect the community model of care, placing health and wellness at the center of the community. this, combined with a

facility with community

broader health provision, has increased presentation rates. this is key to supporting preventative health, closing the gap between aboriginal and non-

ownership.

aboriginal australians, and reducing the need for the community to leave the country. being forced to leave the country has a significant negative effect
on wellness, which is mitigated by this project” (abdel, hana).
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table [1.4.1] | comparative design characters of selected precedents in support of thesis narrative
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1.4 relevance of the design hypothesis in literature
narrative

01

| case studies
rugerero health center

site map
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table [1.4.2] | narrative precedent 01 overview

elevation

01

elevation

02

STRUCTURE

section

01

section

02

NATURAL LIGHT

PLAN TO SECTION

roof plan

level

01

MASSING

SYMMETRY AND BALANCE

CIRCULATION TO USE

UNIT TO WHOLE

HIERARCHY

REPETITIVE TO UNIQUE

GEOMETRY
table [1.4.3] | narrative precedent 01 detail analysis

ADDITIVE - SUBTRACTIVE

PARTI
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1.4 relevance of the design hypothesis in literature
narrative

02

| case studies
nozay health center

roof plan

site map
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table [1.4.4] | narrative precedent 02 overview

section

01

STRUCTURE

level

00

NATURAL LIGHT

PLAN TO SECTION

level

01

MASSING

SYMMETRY AND BALANCE

CIRCULATION TO USE

ADDITIVE - SUBTRACTIVE

REPETITIVE TO UNIQUE

UNIT TO WHOLE

HIERARCHY

GEOMETRY

PARTI

table [1.4.5] | narrative precedent 02 detail analysis
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1.4 relevance of the design hypothesis in literature
narrative

03

| case studies
western desert clinics

site map
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table [1.4.6] | narrative precedent 03 overview

elevation

01

elevation

02

STRUCTURE

elevation

03

elevation

04

NATURAL LIGHT

PLAN TO SECTION

level

01

MASSING

SYMMETRY AND BALANCE

CIRCULATION TO USE

UNIT TO WHOLE

HIERARCHY

REPETITIVE TO UNIQUE

GEOMETRY
table [1.4.7] | narrative precedent 03 detail analysis

ADDITIVE - SUBTRACTIVE

PARTI
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1.5 relevance of the precedent analysis to the proposed project
name

context

| case studies

design parti

structure

natural light

massing

plan to section

circulation to use

unit to whole

symmetry and balance

geometry

hierarchy

additive

- subtractive

findings
has a central design structure
focused on incorporating itself
to the site and attracting its
community.

shanghai cofco
cultural &
health center

has a central design structure
focused on bringing in its
surrounding community.

bayswater early
years hub

has a central design structure
focused on bringing in its
exterior surroundings for
health benefits.

jeju therapy
center

19

table [1.5.1.A] | comparative design characters of selected precedents in support of project type overview

table [1.5.1.B] | comparative design characters of selected precedents in support of project type overview
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1.5 relevance of the precedent analysis to the proposed project

| case studies

context

parti

site

design traits

plan

section

materiality

geometry

findings
the shanghai cofco

shanghai cofco
cultural & health
center

Steven Holl Architects
Shanghai, China

“designed in 2016, the shanghai cofco cultural and health center aims at being a social condenser, fostering community among the residents of the surrounding
new housing blocks with public space and park along an existing canal. while the adjacent housing blocks are repetitive, here the architecture is of spatial energy
and openness, inviting the whole community in for recreational and cultural programs. shaping a central public space, the health center and cultural center are
exoskeletal concrete construction. subtractive cuts in the concrete structure carry on the space shaping architectural language. the landscape and two new public
buildings are merged by the concept of “clocks and clouds.” the landscape is organized in large, clocklike circles forming a central public space, and the buildings
are cloud-like in their porosity and openness. the cultural center hovers over a transparent glass base that exposes a café and game and recreation rooms. a curved
ramp, climbing gently up to the second floor, creates a continuous experience of overlooking. the health center is also shaped by the curves of the landscape. both
buildings have green sedum roofs, which merge them further with the landscape when seen from the surrounding apartment buildings” (pintos, paula) .

cultural and health center
aims at being a social
condenser, fostering
community among
the residents of the
surrounding new housing
blocks with public space
and park along an existing
canal.

the result was a shared

bayswater early
years hub

K20 Architecture
Bayswater, Australia

vision to create a building

“the principles underpinning the design of bayswater early years hub “sunflower” originated from the client vision and through a collaborative approach involving
the client, key stakeholders and our practice. the result was a shared vision to create a building which minimizes human impact on the environment with an eco centric
design – with the user experience and the surrounding environment being the key drivers for the built space. sunflower brings together early learning spaces,
maternal healthcare, allied health, a series of supporting services and community rooms. the facility harmoniously intersects with the existing residential streetscape
through the use of a refined material palette, boxed framed windows and a pitched roof. positioned at the center of the local community amongst the existing
community reserve, a school and a bowling club, sunflower has created a new civic identity for the area and reinforced social connection. a major element in the
design was consideration to the potential future needs of the community for it to be adaptable to changing requirements. the balance of the program and the principles
of proportion and orientation have been achieved by dividing the building into two main forms with linking bridges. the building takes on two u-shaped masses “turning
toward the sun” which are arranged to create a journey through the building that allows for ease of wayfinding, reduced circulation, and a functional program with
minimal dead space” (pintos, paula).

which minimizes human
impact on the environment
with an eco centric design

– with the user experience
and the surrounding
environment being the
key drivers for the built
space.

the concept to express the

jeju therapy
center

KUNWON Architects Planners
Engineers
Jeju, South Korea

21

symbolism of aegigudeog,

“jeju therapy center is the facility in which the preschool children suffering with the environmental diseases (atopic dermatitis) is healed the dermatitis
and rest comfortably with their parents. the concept to express the symbolism of aegigudeog, the traditional cradle in jeju, embracing the nature,
and to harmonize with the natural surroundings containing the natural environment of the nutmeg forest growing thousand years. the building, the
nature experimental space in outdoor and the nutmeg forest are connected naturally, the building and the outdoor space by the construction at the
place where is convenient to approach from the walk way to the nutmeg forest and the parking space. the arrangement of the buildings adapted the site
boundary by itself and reserving the existed forest. the streamlined layout in consideration of the seasonal wind directions can block the cold wind
in the winter and make the wind blow well and ventilate naturally during the summer. by separating the mass, the nature of the nutmeg forest was
involved, and the vista point was made to look out the surrounding nature while let it be favorable to ventilate naturally. it is planned to separate the
healing center, education and experience, accommodation and business and study space as the independent cluster, but connected organically by vertical
moving lines, and to install the rooftop healing garden and the integrated healing center to improve the convenience of the users and to maximize the
healing effects. for the architecture. the aegigudeog for healing in the nutmeg forest was embodied in motif of the aegigudeog, and use the aluminum
louver while the lower part is representing the traditional stone wall in jeju. in particular, it is planned to have the even natural light and the smooth
natural ventilation and to secure the sight through the louver in consideration of the incidence angle of the sun and the sight view” (kunwon architects
planners engineers).

the traditional cradle in
jeju, embracing the nature,
and to harmonize with
the natural surroundings
containing the natural
environment of the nutmeg
forest growing thousand
years.

table [1.5.2] | comparative design characters of selected precedents in support of project type
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1.5 relevance of the precedent analysis to the proposed project
project type

01

shanghai cofco cultural

section

site map
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| case studies

01
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& health center

section

04
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level

01

level

02

level

03

NATURAL LIGHT

PLAN TO SECTION
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04

level

05

level

06

MASSING

SYMMETRY AND BALANCE

table [1.5.3] | project type precedent 01 overview

UNIT TO WHOLE

HIERARCHY

REPETITIVE TO UNIQUE

GEOMETRY
table [1.5.4] | project type precedent 01 detail analysis

ADDITIVE - SUBTRACTIVE

PARTI
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1.5 relevance of the precedent analysis to the proposed project
project type

02

| case studies
bayswater early years hub

elevation

01

elevation

02

elevation

section

01

site map
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table [1.5.5] | project type precedent 02 overview

03

section

02

elevation

04

STRUCTURE

section

03

NATURAL LIGHT

PLAN TO SECTION

level

01

MASSING

SYMMETRY AND BALANCE

CIRCULATION TO USE

UNIT TO WHOLE

HIERARCHY

REPETITIVE TO UNIQUE

GEOMETRY
table [1.5.6] | project type precedent 02 detail analysis

ADDITIVE - SUBTRACTIVE

PARTI
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1.5 relevance of the precedent analysis to the proposed project
project type

03

| case studies
jeju therapy center

site map
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level
table [1.5.7] | project type precedent 03 overview

02

elevation

01

STRUCTURE

level

01

NATURAL LIGHT

PLAN TO SECTION

level

03

MASSING
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CIRCULATION TO USE

UNIT TO WHOLE
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table [1.5.8] | project type precedent 03 detail analysis
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2.2.3

figure-ground relationship and usage

2.1.2

documentation of the existing site conditions

2.1.3

topological survey(s) and applicable zoning

patterns

2.2.4

of the existing site

2.1.4

emerging patterns

geographical, natural and historical

2.3

program and spatial explorations

patterns

2.3.1

spatial program organization and specific

2.1.5

physical and socio-spatial patterns

2.1.6

pedestrian and vehicular patterns and

space sizes

2.3.2

connections

2.1.7

site potentials and constraints to the

site analysis

spatial adjacencies, connections, constraints
and juxtapositions

2.3.3

proposed project

2.2

boundaries, connections, relations and

spatial patterns relative to site and its
context

2.3.4

spatial explorations and

3-d consequences

2.1 site context

figure [2.1.1] | map of puerto rico
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figure [2.1.2] | map of jayuya, puerto rico

figure [2.1.3] | macro site figure ground
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2.1.1 site selection and its significance to the proposed project
comparative
value of site to

3

site

1 | jayuya, puerto rico

site

18o12’52”N
66o35’54”W

the proposed
project type

2 | jayuya, puerto rico

site

3 | jayuya, puerto rico

18o12’58”N
66o36’12”W

findings

18o13’36”N
66o35’27”W

location

site chosen| site 1

site 1 will get flooded on a

site section

yearly basis. site 2 is much

more flat and flooding is not
as common, but accessibility

is currently an issue. site 3 is
further away from the center
of town and is all uphill.

walkability to all 3 sites is

site walkability

2

roughly the same between
that 15-30 min walk to

1

residential areas as well as

15-30 min
site conditions

currently this site falls behind a track field and it is

currently part of this site is an abandoned materials

right next to the river. normally this river poses no

warehouse and the rest is wild greenery. it is located

issues, but during hurricane season (may-november) it

points of
interest
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figure [2.1.1.A] | site selection

next to the river but the flooding incidents are not as

floods all the way up to the track. on a yearly basis

common due to it being on much higher ground. it is

it destroys part of the track and there is yet a way

located along the main road but currently is not easily

to prevent this from happening or another track in a

accessible.

different location.
site is located along main road and in between current

14-30 min

16-30 min

site is located along the main road and close to

shopping areas.

this site is currently wild greenery. it is all uphill but is site 2 and 3 have the least

easily accessible. it is located along a main road and at a issues relating to its current
site conditions. site 1 has
major intersection where residents from smaller towns
drive into jayuya.

opportunities to bridge two

site is located along the main road and close to

site 1 and 3 have the best

recreational facilities like the track and baseball fields. residential areas as well as local bars and restaurants. residential areas, nursing home, and clinic.
table [2.1.1.A] | comparative value analytics of selected site for the project type

major parts of the town.

points of interest near them
for the purpose of this thesis.
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2.1.3 topological survey(s) and applicable zoning of the existing site

2.1.2 documentation of the existing site conditions

figure [2.1.3.D] | topological section view 01

figure [2.1.3.E] | topological section view 02

figure [2.1.2.A] | documentation site view and callout

figure [2.1.3.A] | topological survey

figure [2.1.3.B] | site zone

figure [2.1.3.F] | topological section view 03

figure [2.1.3.G] | topological section view 04

figure [2.1.2.B] | documentation site topographical view and callout
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figure [2.1.3.C] | site topological section
figure [2.1.3.H] | topological section view 05
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2.1.4 geographical, natural and historical patterns

| hurricane season

site warning considerations

average precipitation

some factors to keep into consideration are

the official hurricane season in puerto rico is from june

1 to november 30. for
the most part tropical storms hit the island every year with minimal damage.

frequent power and water outages in the town of
jayuya. this regularly happens throughout the year,

january

although every few years a major hurricane hits the island leaving behind

not just during hurricane season. during hurricane

catastrophic damages. the most recent hurricane to hit puerto rico was hurricane

due to its mountainous nature the possibility of

after a hurricane hits relief and aid starts in the metropolitan areas and slowly

landslides are high also causing major roadblocks

make its way to the center of the island, if at all. hurricane relief usually arrives

season, some areas should beware of floods and

maria. a category

due to landslides.

february

december

5 hurricane that destroyed the island. what tends to happen

to central towns much later than they should, leaving a whole section of the

march

november

island abandoned and to fend for itself.

april

october

september

may

figure [2.1.4.A] | average temperature patterns

august

june
july

figure [2.1.4.B] | year round average precipitation during hurricane season
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2.1.4 geographical, natural and historical patterns

2.1.5 physical and socio-spatial patterns

population percentage change

-16.5%

1970

1980

1990

1995

2000

2010

2019

13,588

14,722

15,527

16,612

17,303

16,642

13,891

figure 245

Out of City Limits Main Entrances and Exits
major residential neighborhoods
major retail area

Town Views After 3PM
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figure [2.1.4.C] | city population trend

figure [2.1.5.A] | urban morphology and spatial connections to site
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2.1.6 pedestrian and vehicular patterns and connections

2.1.7 site potentials and constraints to the proposed project

strength

- on a main road
- accessible to not only local residents but
also to smaller surrounding towns

- push city development
- center of major residential and retail nodes
as well as cultural city events

S

W

weakness

- development of site needs to take into 		
consideration its topographical constraints

- flood plains need to be taken into			
consideration

figure [2.1.6.A] | pedestrian patterns

threats

- site is prone to flooding during
hurricane season

figure [2.1.6.B] | vehicular patterns
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opportunity

T

O

- city development would create a more
walkable area

- connectivity of two major parts of town
- solution to flood plain area

figure [2.1.7.A] | site potential and constraints
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2.2 site analysis

2.2.1 site plan

figure [2.2.1] | pr context view 01

figure [2.2.4] | jayuya context view 02

| physical character studies

figure [2.2.6] | jayuya context view 04

figure [2.2.2] | pr context view 02

figure [2.2.1.A] | site physical character studies
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figure [2.2.3] | jayuya context view 01

figure [2.2.5] | jayuya context view 03

figure [2.2.7] | jayuya context view 05
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2.2.3 figure-ground relationship and usage patterns

2.2.2 contextual analysis
medical

residential

governmental

figure [2.2.2.A] | contextual analysis
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commercial

educational

figure [2.2.3.A] | figure ground relationship and usage patterns
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2.2.4 boundaries, connections, relations and emerging patterns

2.3 program and spatial explorations
shanghai cofco cultural

projects

& health

bayswater early years hub

jeju therapy center

bayswater, australia

jeju, south korea

findings

center
shanghai, china
precedent

01

precedent

02

precedent

03

architect

steven holl architects

k20 architecture

kunwon architects planners engineers

year

2021

2019

2017

in this analysis the
precedents have common
spatial configurations

project view

like: administration, lobby,
waiting area, consultation
room, rest area,

registration, offices,

admin offices, doctors
lounge, sanitation.

all precedents are a

“hybrid” health center
in the aspect of they are
not just hospitals. they

spatial value

“shanghai cofco cultural and health center aims at being a social condenser, fostering community
among the residents of the surrounding new housing blocks with public space and park along an
existing canal. while the adjacent housing blocks are repetitive, here the architecture is of spatial
energy and openness, inviting the whole community in for recreational and cultural programs.

shaping a central public space, the health center and cultural center are exoskeletal concrete

construction. the cultural center hovers over a transparent glass base that exposes a café and
game and recreation rooms. a curved ramp, climbing gently up to the second floor, creates a
continuous experience of overlooking. the health center is also shaped by the curves of the

landscape. both buildings have green sedum roofs, which merge them further with the landscape
when seen from the surrounding apartment buildings” (pintos, paula).

spatial program

administration

waiting area

lobby

chinese medicine

pool room

recovery

&

“the access is mediated by a secluded gardener courtyard intended to create a sequence that could “in reaction to the depopulation of the countryside, rural communities wish to take care of their
lead to a progressive withdrawal from the urban daily activity, making the consultant ready for
healthcare professionals, encouraging them to stay in the country by offering appealing work
the visit to the surgeries.once you enter the building, the above-mentioned preparation sequence
environments. the project is physically and visually connected to the town center, located lower.
continues after reaching the information desk and getting to the waiting rooms. these are visually
its position utilizes the existent slope, by absorbing the parking area under the office space, to
connected with their secluded tree-covered patios, which allow natural lighting and ventilation
further liberate the landscape. the project is integrated to the environment by its topography
in quiet surroundings. the size of the plot allowed us to hollow up the layout of the program of
and materiality. the roof work is directly inspired by the gable roofs of the surrounding country
uses, giving space to several gardened areas, to propose an inward-looking health centre, with its
houses. nozay’s blue stone is reinterpreted and adapted to the project. it covers the building’s
rooms opening to a series of green spaces surrounded by walls. a clear central circulation axis
pedestal and turns into the pavement of the public space in the form of thin slices of slate. the
organized the whole building following a comb-like scheme, making easier the orientation for a
roof’s materiality is pursued onto the façade. each zinc cone is truncated by a skylight, which
frequently troubled kind of visitor. on the ground floor, the central corridor that leads to the
provides a soft and intimate light and a natural ventilation of the interior space. both, healthcare
areas of surgeries looks back to the city scene in a veiled way, through a thick lattice of stone
and office units, are organized around a courtyard. the openings, sculpted into the monolith in
pillars. the upper floor is completely inward-looking; with its main corridor lighted by translucent the form of an anodized aluminum loggia, ensure a visual perspective in every direction. positioned
windows. for the rest of the rooms, landscaped courtyards and gardens built their exterior space. at the end of the circulation, these loggias facilitate orientation in space” (kunwon architects
we wanted a hacienda, or somehow a series of courtyard houses, instead of the usual fenestrated
planners engineers).
administrative building” (pintos, paula).

multifunction room

early learning spaces

internet services

maternal healthcare

leisure area

allied health

the patients. in my thesis
i want to introduce
this concept through
physical health and
preventative care creating

multi-purpose auditorium

rooftop garden

complex that takes into

storage

organic farm

consideration a patients

resting space

oriental medicine therapy

physical and mental health

lobby

cryotherapy

exhibit hall

herb therapy

through preventative

foyer

consultation rooms

library

badminton

examination room

auditorium

cafe

ultrasound room

community education

atrium

doctor’s office

entry lobby

rest area

gym reception

shop

examination room

exhibition space

health hut

gym lounge

kitchen

dressing room

group activity room

health inquiry

gymnasium

restaurant

shower room

lounge

registration

admin office

deck

deep sea water & oxygen

services

pharmacy

doctor’s lounge

chief room

table game area

meeting room

office

office

laboratory

arcade space

and mental health of

a “wholelistic” health

treatment

figure [2.2.4.A] | landmarks and cultural nodes

encompass the physical

lecture room

pingpong room

community rooms

preventative areas that

activity room

youth activity

supporting services

introduce health through

measures and community
engagement.

therapy
therapy baths

resting deck
guidance counselors room
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table [2.3.1] | comparative programmatic value to the proposed project type
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2.3.1 spatial program organization and specific space sizes
emergency bay
consultation rooms

| 2.3.2 spatial adjacencies, connections, constraints and juxtapositions

2.3.3 spatial patterns relative to site and its context

| 2.3.4 spatial explorations and 3-d consequences

axial
01

urgent care

revision

waiting areas

program

lobby
offices
administration
examination rooms

program

hospital

02

01

program

03

rest areas
laboratory
x-ray room
auditorium

health specialty unit

HOSPITAL

lounge area

town to program

hospital beds area (min. of 50 beds)
surgical rooms
family practice physician offices
pediatricians offices

figure [2.3.3.A] | axial program layout relative to site

public spaces

intersectional
revision 02

geriatric medicine doctor offices
obstetrician/gynecologists office

program

cardiologists office
endocrinologists office
gastroenterologists office

nourishing zone

nephrologists office
psychiatrist office

RECREATIONAL
CENTER

oncologist office

general surgeon office

program

02

program

radiologist office
rheumatologist office

program

03

01

program

01

program

recreational center

02

03

intersection of major city connections

reception area
cafe
kitchen
restaurant
garden area

figure [2.3.3.B] | intersectional program layout relative to site

meditational unit

ayrveda specialist
naturophathy specialist
chiropractic care
physical therapy specialist
nutritionist
dance and music therapy

terracing
revision 03

PREVENTATIVE
CARE
program

resource center

program

01
program

03

02

yoga

table tennis area

program

educational complex

gym

01

03

terracing following site terrain
terracing following cultural build

general rooms
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02

program

basketball court
track field

program

chapel
figure [2.3.1.A] | program analysis layout

figure [2.3.3.C] | terracing program layout relative to site
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03
design

3.1
3.2
3.3

service core

3.4

process

| context and contextuality
program | space and spatiality
systems integration | skin and bones and

site

comprehensive design integration

3.1 site

| context and contextuality

3.2 program

| space and spatiality

FLOOR 03

FLOOR 02

FLOOR 01

figure [3.1.1] | site plan
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figure [3.2.1] | program layout
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3.3 skin and bones and service core

3.4 comprehensive design integration

concept development

AXIS PROBLEM

AXIS CONNECTIONS

BRIDGING

MULTIPLY

figure [3.4.1] | concept development axis problem

figure [3.4.2] | concept development axis connections

figure [3.4.3] | concept development bridging

figure [3.4.4] | concept development multiply

figure [3.3.1] | service core
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04
design
synthesis

4.1

fall semester design documentation

4.1 fall semester design documentation

23
23
23
27
23
27
23
27
27
27
27
27
27 27
23

27

17
18
19
14

02
02

04
01

16

04 04

01

05
05
05
05
05
05
05
05
05
05
05

25 26
25
21

15

03

27
27
27

23 24
23
22

20

recreational center
01
02
03
04
05

gym
locker room
treadmill theater
office
fitness room

preventative care
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12
13

dance and music therapy
auditorium
zen garden
classroom
ayrveda specialist
naturophathy specialist
chiropractic care
physical therapy specialist
nutritionist

hospital
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

psychiatrist office
family practice physician office
pediatricians office
geriatric medicine physician office
obstetrician/gynecologist office
cardiologist office
er waiting area
er bedding area
break room
doctor’s office/consultation room
pharmacy
triage
administration
radiology

06
13
07

08

08
08
08

09

10

12
11

figure [4.1.1] | floor level 01
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4.1 fall semester design documentation

33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33 33
33
33
33
25 26
33
25
33
33
33
33

30
31
32

recreational center
01

gym

preventative care

hospital
25
26
28
29
30
31
32
33

triage
administration
endocrinologists office
gastroenterologists office
nephrologists office
oncologist office
rheumatologist office
hospital bed

28
29

01

33 33

33
33 33

figure [4.1.2] | floor level 02
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4.1 fall semester design documentation

33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33 33
33
33
33
25 26
33
25
33
33
33
33

35
34
35
35
35

33 33

35

common spaces
35
36
37

restaurant/food hall
eating area
outside eating area/deck

hospital
25
26
33
34

triage
administration
hospital bed
general surgery area

33
33 33

35

37

36

35
35

figure [4.1.3] | floor level 03
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4.1 fall semester design documentation

figure [4.1.4] | section 01
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4.1 fall semester design documentation

figure [4.1.5] | section 02
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4.1 fall semester design documentation

figure [4.1.6] | spatial experiences view 01
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figure [4.1.7] | spatial experiences view 02
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4.1 fall semester design documentation

figure [4.1.8] | spatial experiences view 03
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figure [4.1.9] | spatial experiences view 04
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4.1 fall semester design documentation

figure [4.1.10] | spatial experiences view 05
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figure [4.1.11] | spatial experiences view 06
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4.1 fall semester design documentation

figure [4.1.12] | spatial experiences view 07
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figure [4.1.13] | spatial experiences view 08
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4.1 fall semester design documentation

figure [4.1.14] | spatial experiences view 09
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figure [4.1.15] | spatial experiences view 10
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05
findings,

FINDINGS AND SUMMARY
with the rapid decrease of the population in jayuya, puerto rico.
this design aims to provide health professionals an appealing
work environment to not only create jobs but also jobs where
younger generations can gravitate towards. this design also aims
to provide the healthcare and recreational facilities that are

summary

currently non existent within the town. by providing the facilities
that the locals are demanding it aids to please the population and
attract new and future families. the layout of the design also
aims to connect two highly populated and highly used sections
of the town that currently have no walkable access. making
the town even more pedestrian friendly by creating the bridge
between two major parts of the town.

